Debate On Israel Stirs Model U.N.
Y. U.'s Diplomats Gain Rights For Israel
By Representing Dominican Republic

Yeshiva University succeeded in getting full "discussion rights" for its Israeli delegation at the Model General Assembly of the United Nations, held at Rutgers University on March 30, 31, and April 1. Yeshiva lived up to the expectations of the members of the delegation, which state the school does not as yet have at the real U.N.

When students were asked to name the Dominican Republic's representative, Melvin Bunim, '50, president of Yeshiva's International Relations Society, found his answer to their question. "Professor Shiva, Mr. Bunim asserted, "is characterized by his "practitioner's term.""

A psycho-educational clinic, specializing in the adjustment problems of gifted children and those of refugee families, will be opened by Yeshiva University April 11th as an integral part of the University's School of Education and Community Administration. It will be announced today by Dr. Samuel Belkin, president.

Dr. Jacob J. Hartstein, Dean of the Graduate Schools, described the clinic as a teaching tool and a "corrective and welfare organizations, youth, national, and religious schools will be served.

"Values resemble a distinctive service over and therefore could not be "one shiva" and sociology to conform to their respective discipline of Philosophy, Psychology, and Sociology, which Dr. Morton Seidenfeld, Director of Psychological Services, National Foundation for Paralysis, is characterized by his "practitioner's term.""

At the final session of Friday, April 1, Israel again applied for membership of seven, was announced this week by Dr. Irving Leon, associate professor of English at Yeshiva College.

Application forms are currently being circulated to all members of the Yeshiva College faculty, in an attempt to enroll the entire faculty in the Association. Membership in the Association is open to all full-time instructors of accredited colleges and universities.

Dr. Linn is the provisional presiding officer of the chapter, and Dr. Ralph Rosenblatt, associate professor of German, holds the position of provisional secretary of the Association. The University Professors, founded in 1915, is an organization of college instructors dedicated to the improvement of the profession, and to the furtherance of academic freedom in American colleges.

Ed. School To Open Clinic, Dr. Maller Will Head Staff
Dr. Zus Discusses Cervantes, Quijote
"Don Quijote is one of the ten greatest books ever written," declared Dr. Louis F. Sas, assistant professor of Spanish, at a meeting of La Teretulia, held on Monday, March 28, at Riets Hall. "It has seen more editions than any other book, save the Bible."

Dr. Sas, in discussing "Cervantes and his Time," showed how the author's greatest work, "Don Quijote" reflects the political conditions prevailing in Spain at his time. "But above all," Dr. Sas stated, "it is a successful attempt to poke fun at the popular conceptions of Plato. The escape from reality had become a major problem in philosophy at the beginning of the reading of the medieval romance: Don Quijote's ironic expletive carried enough strength in it to remedy this state of affairs in one gigantic stroke."

"Don Quijote and Sancho Panza, the main characters of the novel, are real. They grow to resemble each other as married people do. Nevertheless, the "main well defined throughout the novel."

Bargman Speaks On World Peace
"Those who say that man cannot eliminate war as an instrument of human policy are wrong," declared Abraham Bargman in an address delivered before the International Relations Society on Monday evening, March 21, in Room 400 of the University.

"We have learned to solve our problems on the city, local, and national levels. The problem has been solved by giving the dominating power to the national government.

"It is only when we come to international affairs that we do not find the cop, the judge, and the legislature which symbolize the powers that the United States, contracts unenforceable by any law, reign supreme."

"The escape from reality, which aims to correct this situation, he explained, "is a premed school experience."

Faculty Notes
Dr. Abraham Luchins, assistant professor of Psychology, will deliver a paper on "Perception to the Psychological Association on April 9.

Professor Louis Furman Sas, the president of the metropolitan chapter of the American Association of Teachers of French and assistant professor of Spanish, was one of the notable guests in honor of Dr. Samuel Belkin, president of the Yeshiva University. Dr. Belkin is a member of the Pediatrics U.N. delegation. Dr. Lewis Furman Sas, professor of Psychology, will deliver a paper on "Perception to the Psychological Association on April 9.

Professor Louis Furman Sas, the president of the metropolitan chapter of the American Association of Teachers of French and assistant professor of Spanish, was one of the notable guests in honor of Dr. Samuel Belkin, president of the Yeshiva University. Dr. Belkin is a member of the Pediatrics U.N. delegation. Dr. Lewis Furman Sas, professor of Psychology, will deliver a paper on "Perception to the Psychological Association on April 9.

Curriculum Group Report Presented
Disdissents Submit Minority Opinions; Final Action Left To Student Council
The findings of the Student Council Curriculum Committee, and two dissenting opinions by members of the committee, were presented to a special meeting of Student Council on Wednesday, March 30.

The committee, appointed by S.C. several weeks ago to investigate Y.C.'s curriculum, did come up with a number of recommendations on student enrollments, and suggestions for putting certain electives on the required list.

"Advise from these specific recommendations, should be treated as several related subjects, such as guidance, use of visual-audial aids, recreation of class size, entrance examinations, and the honors systems."

In order to remove "the dead wood from the student body," the report recommended that entrance examinations all non-science majors, was called for, while science majors would be required to take a certain number of science courses.

The report also advocated more and more memorization examinations to determine student progress.

In addition to the present number of required courses, the introduction of a new survey course in natural history, the removal for all non-science majors, was called for, while science majors would be required to take a certain number of science courses.

"The report also advocated more and more memorization examinations to determine student progress."

Students with B averages or over, it was suggested by the committee, should be informed of the existing carry seventeen credits in addition to Bible.

"Students were required by the committee for graduation."

The report also called for additional faculty to reduce class-size. It also introduced divergent view-points, and added that preference be given, in hiring new faculty members, to Yeshiva graduates.

A minority constituting of William Frank '50 and Joseph York '49 asserted that "dead wood is inapplicable to the Yeshiva Col.

(Continued On Page 4)

Dr. A. Freed Talks To Pre-Med Group
On Monday, March 23, Dr. Alexander Freed, Professor of Biology at Y. C., addressed the Pre-Medical Society on "Obstacles in and out of School."" The discussion was in the form of a question and answer period, during which Dr. Freed related many of his pre-med school experiences.

Dr. Freed outlined the difficulties in entering medical school in the United States and how he recommended the students to apply to foreign medical schools. He discussed the opportunities in Israel, U. S., and foreign medical schools.

During the business meeting which followed the discussion, the curriculum committee was appointed to survey the necessary requirements to medical and dental schools.

(Continued On Page 4)"
The Curriculum Committee Reports

After weeks of research, the Curriculum Committee of Student Council has come up with its recommendations. Its report, as well as the dissenting reports, has a number of meritorious features, which lend themselves to some serious thinking.

Rather than go into an exhaustive analysis of the pros and cons of the various proposals, we urge as many students as can possibly do so to come down to the next Council meeting at which these pros and cons will be argued. By doing this they will not only get a clearer picture than a necessarily brief news-story can convey of the issues involved, but they will also have an opportunity to contribute to the discussion, and will give their representatives in Council a last chance to gauge the student sentiment before a final vote is taken and the recommendations are forwarded to the college authorities.

Though we believe that all three reports make some valid suggestions, we regret very much that not one of them finds it necessary to recommend that a year’s work in general philosophy be required of each student, regardless of his major. We certainly cannot see how either a science major or a social science major can dispense with philosophy.

In both the majority and the minority opinion written by Mr. Lau, the need of an active guidance department which will advise students in matters pertaining to planning a program or choosing a major, is however obliquely expressed. We should like to underscore the need for such a service. Although the long-voiced demand for a guidance department was honored last year with the creation of the office headed by Mr. Young, this office, beyond its present facilities, has not at all met the needs of Yeshiva College students for scholastic guidance.

The creation of an ACTIVE guidance department, along the lines suggested by Sam Glaser, president of Student Council, in his “Maybe I’m Wrong” column of last issue, is a definite must.

The reports of the Curriculum Committee reflect a great deal of work and industrious application. We hope they will meet with serious consideration by the Council and the student body, and upon submission in a final form to the college authorities, will have their fullest cooperation.

Editorial Notebook

The news that a Yeshiva University chapter of The American Association of University Professors has finally been established is welcome news indeed.

The need for such an organization at Yeshiva has been obvious for a number of years. The power and strength which it will exercise as a result of its affiliation with the national body, will give Yeshiva the checks and balances essential to democratic functioning in faculty-administration relations.

Commentator hopes that all faculty members will eventually be associated with the Y.U. chapter, wishes the infant group success, hopes its efforts to spread forward to happier and more equitable solutions of faculty problems in the future. * * *

Rumors have been reaching our desk in the past weeks of strained relationships between the operators of Stern's Yeshiva cafeteria and the administration, growing out of negotiations for extending the concession held by the cafeteria for another year.

Without claiming to know the details of the disagreements which revolve about the fee paid for the concession, and how it is divided, we urge the two parties to the disagreement to come to terms.

The present operators of the cafeteria have succeeded to a great extent in improving and variegating the diet of the students eating there, while at the same doing their utmost to keep down prices. For this reason, if not for the general approval by the students of the management of the cafeteria, we urge that the administration manifest extreme reluctance in withdrawing the concession from its present holders.

THE COMMMENTATOR

Pollack Library Shows Passover Exhibit; Hagadahs, Ceremonial Objects Displayed

By Arthur Yass

In an attempt to capture some of the magnificence of the colorful and picturesque objects of Jewish rituals and ceremonies down through the ages, the Pollack Graduate Library of Yeshiva University has arranged for a series of timely displays to coincide with the major Jewish Festivals.

In connection with the coming Passover holiday, the library is sponsoring an exhibit of rare Hagadahs and other objects of Passover interest, dating from the Middle Ages.

Among the items now on display daily at the library are: illuminated Hagadahs written on vellum and decorated with translations in Judeo-German, Judeo-Arabic, Hebrew and Latin; a collection of ancient and Middle Eastern manuscripts; various Passover plates with Hebrew inscriptions, engraved and hand-painted covers for the Matzohs and many other interesting relics.

The exhibit opens on Monday, April 7, and continues through the entire Passover week.
On the Sidelines

The Geller Of Denny And Simon Of Chiel In Valley Of Dwarfs

By Sol Blumenfeld

Zarshuntza, sick at heart, journeyed high among the mountains, past the forbidden peak, down the Valley of the Dwarfs, where shedding his tattered basketball uniform, and donning a black cloak, he went to the Shrine of the Geller-Simeon, whilst the minute native inhabitants followed in his shadow so as many hungry slay to pasture.

"Hither cometh Zarshuntza, Oh most wonderful Geller and sublime Simeon, to pay homage to perfection. To art truly the perfect man-of-made playmaker machines, the Super of Superman and the ball player's ballplayer. Verily, thou transfomest my body into clay and leavest me limp in thy presence. Thou knowest I am thy friend, so tell me, if thou pliest an old man, the saga of thy great achievements.

But the figures remained inert as of yore. The Geller of Denny gazed at the candleabra, his mouth open in expressive speechlessness, his hands in unrelatable passivity resting at his sides, whilst the Simon of Chiel stood on musclebound underpinings, his features obscured by flowing rivers of hair held in 'Yakus' cry' by a two-cent elastic band. Thereupon the old pilgrim receiving no reply, deposited his bony volume on the carpet of heather, his head on a young elm tree, and made moan on his death-bed. Whereupon, his hands, from over the vizage came caught in an entwined, be-hatted stranger, wearing two anatomy texts and a portable ash-tray.

"Be gone, be gone, thou seemest to be the Blumenfeld of Solomon. Be gone, whilst I recall corpus of bygone years.

"Hold it, Prune-face. Don't get your head in an uproar, they ain't teachin' Nietzsche at yeshiva yet. I couldn't help hearin' you talk about Geller but now, I think I'll help. Since I got what you call a companionship with the yeshiva."

"Speak and be gone."

"Well, you see, these gellers, Geller and Simon, both went to Y.A., which fitted them to A.T. (complements to Sam Glazer, a mutual friend), where they played varsity basketball. Most of the time they used to get their ears pinned back by the opposition, and they only stood a fifty-fifty chance with the downtown Mostests, despite the extra yarmulkas."

"Ah, the Supermen cometh from the chasm of defeat and as so many centipeds shall swarm the summit of victory. And this shall come to pass—"

"Can it, flat-top. So these guys, after graduatin' from the Academy, enlists for a four-year stretch at Yeshiva University. There Geller joins his brother, Victor, and Simon, the Brunette, meets a fellow called Teddy Steinberg. Geller goes crazy and majors in psychology, while Simon goes bats and majors in Sociology. One day, playin' basketball, he says, they are watching their heretofore unknown high schooler. He drafts them and their fate is determined. They start comin' down to practices and become stellar features in the Yeshiva arena. And so four years of college go by, but Chiel and Denny becom fameous in other directions. The Geller becomes captain of the squad and vice-president of the Student Council, whilst the Chiel takes over the book-store.

Such versaillality amaze me. From diverse atoms is made the molecule of fame, for the supermen knoweth all."

That ain't all, long-board. In social circle, meaning of course acquaintance with females of the opposite sex, these guys hold their own. The Chiel confines his escapades to the Bronx and Crown Heights, whilst the Denny ain't so particular. Besides college, they are also graduating T. I. this year which puts them in the classification of scholars. Their summers are spent at the Pioneer Country Club entertaining and feeding the L.P.G.A. As for their futures, it's anybody's guess, and my guess is 3-1 Jewish Graduate School. Holy Smoke, I better get a move on. I've got a Physiology exam in three weeks.

"Perceive, my dear man. Thou hast blessed me with the knowledg sweeter than life itself."

Faintly smiling, the dying man looked up at the statues mounted on the shoulder of horrors! Geller's open mouth was replaced by an ear to ear grin, and his hands were no longer still, while the Simon's hair, devoid of the band, stood on his head in full glory, an awe-inspiring pompadour.

---

The Galler Of Denny

ByCityCollege

In a match held on Sunday, April 2, at the Dome Social Hall, Yeshiva University chess team was defeated by City College, U. S. intercollegiate champion. 3-1. Yeshiva won the top board but dropped the remaining three boards.

Harry Yanofsky '48 won his point from City's Howard Hartson, who played a Slavonic Defense. The game was adjourned after 52 moves on Sunday, with a decided advantage for Yanofsky, who completed the win on Tuesday, April 5.

Steinberg, Schorr Lose

Yeshiva's avit Steinberg '51, playing a Sicilian defense on second board was defeated by Alex Bernstein. After refusing repeated offers for a draw, Steinberg blundered on the fifty-sixth move, losing a rook, and resigned after 76 moves.

Seymour Schorr '49, on third board, lost his game to R. C. of City College in a Ruy Lopez game.

Fourboard Match Scheduled

Fourth-board Bob Rosen '53, in his first intercollegiate game for the home team, played a French defense and resigned to R. Klugman after 60 moves.

A seven-board match with Fordham University is scheduled to take place in the Dome Social Hall, April 5, reported Arthur Schiller '50, captain of the chess team.

Sophomores And Freshmen Quintets

Beat Srs. And Jrs. In Class Play

The Freshmen scrambled an intra-mural basketball race March 28, defeating the Juniors, 46-41. The game was marked by extra rough play, as one man was ejected on five personal, and three hoopsters treading on thin ice each having committed four fouls.

The outcome of the contest was in doubt until the very end, although the Frosh continually led by a few points, ending at one time 8 to 7 point bulge.

The ineffectiveness of their sharpening Sammy Dyn on only scored 3 points, out the Juniors the ball game. Nevertheless led the victorious Frosh with 16 points while Denny was high man for the dismayed Juniors, scoring 19 marks.

Tennis

The Yeshiva College tennis team swings into action after the Passover holiday.-- The season opened with a match on Monday of some of the top racket teams in the Metropolitan area, including Drew, Upsala, and Pratt, according to Capt. Haim Shulman.

Marcos L. Marmion

CO. 1400 St.

---

Chess Players Defeated, 3-1
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Make your Holiday meals tempting ... wholesome!

Serve ROKEACH.

Also use . PRODUCTS

ROKEACH HONEY

ROKEACH NUTS

ROKEACH JELLIES

ROKEACH PEANUTS

ROKEACH OIL

College Luncheonette

(Across from the Yeshiva)

STEINBERG & AVERICK, Proprietors

Regular Hot Sandwiches

Served at All Times

Tasty Sandwiches

Open 6 A.M. to 10 P.M.

All Work Guaranteed

Served with Cigarettes, Candy, Stationery and Magazines

STEINBERG & AVERICK

All Occasions

---

HOROWITZ MARGARET

GRACEY 7-9550

THE FINEST Kosher Delicatessen on the East Side

Original BERNSTEIN'S

1100 SOUTHERN ST.

Strictly Kosher Delicatessen — Restaurant and CATERERS

Orders Taken For Parties, Bar-Mitzvahs and Other Social Functions

Loraline S. 5-8508

(alfred fulda)

FORT GEORGE JEWELERS

(all Work Guaranteed)

watchers - clocks

silverware - jewelry

to 184th and 187th Sts.

NEW YORK 22, Y. Y.

Precision Watch Repairing

Special Rates to Yeshiva Boys

From a Former Yeshiva Boy

**THE COMMENTATOR**
Brochures Published

Two booklets, entitled "Preparing for Passover" and "A Model Seder" have been published by the Yeshiva University Program Office, Rabbi Irwin Gordon, director, reported. Requests for over 10,000 copies have been received, necessitating a second printing.

The booklets' aim is to clarify the meaning of Passover and its symbols in addition to instructions on preparing for the holiday and conducting a seder.

The findings of the three reports submitted will be debated at the next open meeting of Student Council.

Meet The Seniors

(Continued From Page 2)

self under scrutiny by the Un-American Affairs Committee due to his escape at the Russian Bear. It seems that Stautsob and Sol were b o o m p a s for quite a while.

World Peace

(Continued From Page 1)

planned, really very practical, not in terms of what is easy, but in terms of what is sufficient and of their actions. These are likewise the foundations of the U. N.

Mr. Barmi claimed that international attempts at maintaining peace since 1815 were all based on the maintenance of the status quo and the recognition of the sovereign equality of the members and their right to be final arbiters.